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Abstract. Universal schemas are a remarkable approach used to solve relation
extraction, constructed by a union of all usable schemas. However, in free word
order languages where surface form predicates are difficult to extract, original
universal schemas cannot be applied. We introduce a novel extension: using dependency paths and entity types instead of surface form predicates. Based on the
extension, we could cluster similar ontological relations, which broaden the coverage of question answering. We verified the performance of our extended model
by constructing and evaluating our model in Korean based on Korean DBpedia
and Korean Wikipedia distant supervision data.
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1

Introduction

Relation extraction is a crucial intermediate step in many NLP applications, especially
in information extraction. Relation extraction can be defined as the problem of extracting structured information from unstructured raw text. Specifically, the task involves
finding relations between two target entities in a sentence. Traditional relation extraction can be divided into two paradigms: 1) unsupervised clustering of textual relations
such as OpenIE [5] and 2) relation extraction for a fixed schema (e.g., a predefined
ontological relation set). Various studies ranging from rule-based to machine learning methods have been proposed to perform both paradigms. However, most previous
studies focus on a single paradigm, which makes it difficult to apply those methods to
realistic problems.
Riedel [19] first introduced the concept of universal schemas as a solution to join
the two paradigms. Universal schemas can be constructed by using a combination of
all possible knowledge bases and raw text. Universal schemas can theoretically have an
infinite set of relation types because the set contains both surface form predicates (as in
OpenIE) and predefined ontological relations. Then, the low-dimensional latent feature
vectors for entity tuples and relations can be learned by matrix factorization models.
The novelty of universal schemas comes from avoiding pre-labeled datasets by using
surface form predicates as a source for relation schemas, and from mutually supporting
both unstructured and structured data.
In English, surface form predicates between two entities can usually serve as relations. This approach was taken by OpenIE and OLLIE [22]. For example, in the
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sentence ”Steve Jobs is a founder of Apple.”, the surface form predicate is-a-founderof can serve as a relation between Steve Jobs and Apple. However, in free word order languages, it is difficult to extract surface pattern relations between entities due to
flexibility in how words are ordered. Without the presence of language specific highperformance surface form predicate extractors, universal schemas cannot be built in
those languages.
In this study, we propose a novel extended methodology of universal schemas: universal schemas using shortest dependency paths (USSDPs). Shortest dependency paths
(SDPs) illustrate the syntactic structure between entities using a list of directed binary
grammatical relations. We can build USSDPs by using the shortest dependency path
between entities instead of surface form predicates. Unlike the surface form predicates,
the dependency trees are a common feature in all languages. In addition, cross-lingual
grammatical annotations such as universal dependencies (UD) are being actively studied. When the study of multilingual dependency parsing reaches a certain level, the
USSDP can be made quickly and easily constructed in any language without further
studies. Considering that most relation extraction solutions usually target a single language, or at most several languages, USSDPs can be a very innovative approach to
multilingual relation extraction.
Furthermore, we can construct clusters of extended dependency structures that can
be used for finding ontological relations as well as open relations through USSDPs. The
construction of such clusters will broaden the coverage of knowledge graphs that can
be used for answering open questions. This is due to the ambiguity between ontological
relations; many of them are not clearly defined and can be confused even in the eyes of
a human.
We performed two experiments on Korean to illustrate our assertions. Korean is a
language that allows much flexibility in word order. Korean is mainly based on subjectobject-verb word order but not limited to it, where English is mainly based on subjectverb-object word order. For the first experiment, we trained and tested a Korean USSDP
from the perspective of relation extraction by using Korean DBpedia and distant supervision data constructed from Korean Wikipedia. For the second experiment, we constructed clusters of the ontological relations based on the extended USSDP from the
first experiment, and we measured the prediction performance of our model on simple
Korean questions based on the constructed relation clusters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods
and the architecture of our model. Section 3 shows the related work and background.
Section 4 discusses our experiments and the results. Section 5 presents our conclusions
and suggests avenues for future research.

2
2.1

Methods
Building the Matrix

We built a matrix that has entity tuples as rows and a combination of ontological relations and SDPs as columns. For all observed facts we filled in 1 for the corresponding
slots, and we filled unobserved slots with 0. We extracted SDPs between the target
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entities, including directions for each dependency. Figure 1 shows an example of filling the USSDP matrix from raw text. The sentence ”The White House is located at
Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C.” has two target entities: ”White House” and
”Pennsylvania Avenue”. The SDP from ”White House” to ”Pennsylvania Avenue” is
[nsubjpass, -nmod:at], where the ”-” sign indicates that the direction of the dependency
is backwards.
We define the length of an SDP as the number of grammatical arcs between entities.
For example, [nsubjpass, -nmod:at] is an SDP with length 2. The two target entities
also have the ontological relation location. Thus we fill the slots with column location
and [nsubjpass, -nmod:at] with 1.
In this study, we only used SDPs with length less or equal to 3 as columns. This is
because long SDPs commonly have a low frequency in the dataset, so considering those
can cause huge data sparsity and degrade performance of the entire model. In addition,
we could reduce noise data, which are the chronic side effects of distant supervision
as previously mentioned by Roth [21], i.e., entities which are connected by a long de-
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pendency path are less likely to be related in that sentence. Those sentences should be
considered as a noise of distant supervision.
2.2

Matrix Factorization

Our model mainly employs the nfe matrix factorization model previously proposed by
Riedel [19]. The difference comes from the objective function, where we use the same
objective function from BPR (Bayesian Personalized Ranking) introduced by Rendle et
al. [18]. For an entity tuple t =< e1 , e2 >, where e1 and e2 are target entities, assume
that ri is observed between the two entities but rj is not. We define the probability that
our model prefers ri than rj for t as follows:
p(ri >t rj ) := σ(b
xtij (Θ))

(1)

σ is the logistic sigmoid function, Θ is the set of all parameters used in the model including the latent feature values for each entity tuple and each relation, and x
btij (Θ) :=
x
bti (Θ) − x
btj (Θ). x
bti (Θ) is the value learned by the model for the triple (t, ri ) during training. For more details regarding x
bti , refer to the nfe model in previous work
by Riedel [19]. Our objective is to maximize p(ri >t rj |Θ) for the relations ri and
rj where the triple (t, ri ) is observed during training but the triple (t, rj ) is not. The
objective function is then as follows:
Obj :=

X

ln σ(b
xtij (Θ)) − λΘ k Θ k2

(2)

(t,i,j)∈D

λΘ is the regularization parameter, and D is defined as the follows:
D := {(t, i, j) | (t, ri ) ∈ KB, (t, rj ) ∈
/ KB}

(3)

Due to the computation size, we cannot optimize Θ for all (t, i, j)’s in D for each
batch. Rather, we randomly sample (t, i, j)’s from D for each batch of gradient descent.
We applied the stochastic gradient descent method to jointly learn the latent feature
vectors of each row and column in the matrix. The details of this algorithm are described
in Algorithm 1, where α is the learning rate.

Algorithm 1 Matrix Factorization algorithm
1: procedure O PTIMIZE U SSDP(D, Θ, nfe-model)
2:
initialize Θ with random values
3:
for batch size do
4:
randomly draw (t, i, j) from D
unction
5:
Θ ← Θ + α( ∂ObjectiveF
)
∂Θ
return Θ

We then optimized the embedding vector dimension by comparing the largest area
under the ROC curve (AUC) value. The AUC value is defined as follows:
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AU C :=

1
|D|

X

δ(x̂ti (Θ) − x̂tj (Θ))
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(4)

(t,i,j)∈D

A higher AUC value indicates a better quality model. A random guess method has
0.5 as its AUC value, where the highest achievable value is 1. Specifically, we conducted
one held-out experiment for each dimensions ranging from 2 to 100, and we measured
the AUC value for each dimension. After learning, we normalized the matrix for each
row on a scale of 0 to 1.
2.3

The System

Figure 2 shows the entire system architecture of our proposed model. Natural language
corpus and structured KBs are used as data. The data are preprocessed, which includes
three subprocesses: entity linking, NER, and dependency parsing. Note that because
entity linking is based on the target KB, sentences with less than two KB entities are
filtered during preprocessing. Then the preprocessed data is converted into a matrix as
explained in Section 2.1. This matrix is completed through matrix factorization as explained in Section 2.2. Based on the completed matrix, new knowledge and clusters of
ontological relations are acquired through simple normalization and analysis. For new
knowledge extraction, we select slots with values that were initially 0 but increased
above the threshold after completion. For clustering ontological relations, we analyze
the correlation matrix for the ontological relations. Note that we used hierarchical clustering during the experiment.

3
3.1

Related Work
Universal Schemas

Universal schemas were introduced as a successful approach to relation extraction,
which joins both structured KBs and unstructured raw text. The novelties of Universal Schemas come from the following: 1) solving the data limitation problem, and 2)
outperforming state-of-art distant supervision methods by mutually supporting both unstructured and structured data. To build a universal schema, we combine all involved
KBs and raw text, and we then turn it into a matrix with entity tuples as rows and
relations (ontological relations and surface form predicates) as columns. The model
then learns low dimensional latent feature vectors of entity tuples and relations through
matrix factorization. The entire matrix is a concatenation of sparse one-shot vectors
(either by rows or columns). We can reduce the dimension of these one-shot vectors
into latent feature vectors through matrix factorization, which reduces data sparsity.
Over the past few years, several algorithmic extensions used to outperform the original
universal schemas have been performed [7, 14, 20, 24, 29]. Recently, new approaches
that improved universal schemas were introduced to generalize all textual patterns over
arbitrary text samples [25, 27]. One notable approach for multilingual relation extraction using compositional universal schemas which combined English and Spanish [26].
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Fig. 2. System architecture

However, they built the compositional universal schema by using surface form predicates in both languages, which still leaves the task of applying universal schemas to an
arbitrary language.
3.2

Universal Dependencies

UD is a framework for cross-linguistically consistent grammatical annotation with the
goals of developing a multilingual parser, cross-lingual learning, and parsing research
from a language typology perspective [15]. UD targets to represent grammatical language structures in a useful and revealing way for the purpose of natural language processing. UD builds on and includes Stanford dependencies [3, 4, 2], Google universal
POS tags [17], and the Interset interlingua for morphosyntactic tagsets [31]. UD pro-
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vides globalized categories and guidelines for consistent annotation over all languages,
also allowing necessary language-specific extensions. The initial version of UD was
proposed with homogeneous treebanks in 6 languages [13]. Recently, UD version 1
was introduced with the release of available treebanks in 33 languages [16]. At the beginning of 2018, the UD community has produced more than 100 treebanks in over
60 languages. The rise of UD not only develops consistent treebanks, it also opens up
possibilities for multilingual NLP applications such as multilingual dependency parsing
and cross-lingual information extraction. This global trend empowers the usability of
our model, because USSDPs can only be built with SDPs and entity types which are
globally available features.
3.3

Shortest Dependency Paths

In most cases, syntactic parsing does not end in itself. The main purpose of syntactic
parsing in NLP is to provide rich information regarding syntactic structures of raw text
for the improvement of NLP applications such as question answering, relation extraction, and machine translation. The dependency graph is a common way to represent
syntactic parsing. It discloses the syntactic structure of a sentence and the grammatical
dependency between words. The SDP represents the shortest path between two entities
in the dependency graph of a sentence, which makes SDP a useful feature in relation
extraction. Previous work used SDP kernels in relation extraction [1]. RelEx used dependency parse trees with a small number of simple rules for relation extraction [6]. A
dependency-based neural network was applied to the relation classification [11]. Jointly
embedded words and SDPs were used in aspect term extraction [30].
3.4

Natural Language Questions

The need for natural language question (NLQ) answering is emerging as people’s demands for information on-line are rapidly increasing [23, 8]. There are two core steps of
NLQ answering: 1) understanding NLQ and 2) converting NLQ into a database query
language. Matching surface form relations to ontological relations plays an important
role in both steps. A previously proposed methodology for translating NLQs into structured SPARQL queries over linked data maps natural language phrases to ontological
relations based on a prepared dictionary [28]. Querix, a natural language interface for
query translation, asks the user to map natural phrases to ontological relations through
clarifying dialogs [9]. Unlike Querix, which constructs mappings with crowdsourcing,
our proposed model can automatically build a dictionary between strings and ontological relations represented by dependency paths. Furthermore, we could broadened the
coverage of acceptable NLQs by creating clusters of ambiguous ontological relations.

4

Experiments

We performed two experiments to illustrate the effectiveness of our model. For the
first experiment, we compared the performance of two models in relation extraction
of ontological relations. The first model is the baseline: Korean USSDP based on the
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combination of Korean DBpedia and Korean Wikipedia distant supervision data. For
the extended model, we added NER results for each entity pair to the baseline. Then
we compared mean average precision (MAP) and weighted mean average precision
(WMAP) of the two models for evaluation. In the second experiment, we constructed
clusters of ontological relations based on the trained matrix from the first experiment.
Furthermore, we tested whether our model matches simple natural language questions
to appropriate clusters.
4.1

Relation Extraction Evaluation

Dataset We built a Korean USSDP for the baseline model by using Korean DBpedia as
the KB and Korean Wikipedia distant supervision data as raw text. Korean DBpedia is a
branch of DBpedia based on the Korean Wikipedia [10]. The Korean Wikipedia distant
supervision data comes from Korean Wikipedia documents chosen by Korean DBpedia
triples. Specifically, we extracted sentences where two entities in the sentence have a
relation according to Korean DBpedia. We rejected sentences with SDP of length longer
than 3 because these SDPs are rarely observed in our dataset. For our target relation set,
we selected 35 predefined ontological relations, each with more than 200 entity tuples in
the distant supervision data. We then chose entity tuples with two or more SDPs in the
distant supervision data. We finally obtained 12k entity tuples, 35 ontological relations
and 348 frequent SDPs. The size of the baseline USSDP matrix was [12360 × 383].
We added NER results of each entity pair to the baseline USSDP matrix for the extended model. We used the following entity type categories: AF (artifacts: e.g., TV programs, books, movies, etc.), DT (date/time), LC (locations: e.g., countries, cities, towns,
etc.), OG (organizations: e.g., governments, public corporations, companies, etc.), PS
(persons), and OT (others). For each entity tuple, we added a new slot that indicates
the entity type for each entity in the tuple (e.g., we placed 1 in the slot in the hLC, LCi
column for the hNew York, United Statesi row). Total 15 new columns were added to
the baseline matrix, making the size of the extended matrix [12360 × 398].
Training Both models share the training and test sets. We built the training matrix for
each ontological relation by filling the corresponding slots in the test set with zeros.
The nfe model and stochastic gradient descent were used in the matrix factorization
algorithm for each matrix. The embedding dimension was set to 5, which showed the
highest AUC value in our parameter optimization step. The AUC measurement results
are shown in Figure 3. Our batch size and the learning rate were set to 50 and 0.02,
respectively.
Evaluation We performed a 10-fold cross-validation for evaluation. For evaluation, we
measured the average precision (AP) for each ontological relation over all entity tuples
in the test set. Then we measured MAP and WMAP for the performance of the entire
model. MAP is simply the average of APs, and WMAP is the weighted version of MAP,
where each AP is weighted by the number of entity tuples in each relation. According
to previous results, MAP and WMAP are found to be robust and stable metrics for
evaluating classification models by previous work [12].
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Results The experimental results for all ontological relations are shown in Table 1.
The ”#” column indicates the number of triples in the test set and their corresponding
relation. The ”+NER” column indicates the results from the extended USSDP with injected entity types. Winners for each relation are marked bold. The baseline USSDP
shows performance of 0.62 (MAP) and 0.64 (WMAP), where the extended version of
USSDP shows performance of 0.72 (MAP) and 0.75 (WMAP). The performance considerably increases after injecting NER results for the entity tuples. This is because the
model can consider a significantly smaller set of relations for each entity tuple when
the entity types are decided. For example, there are only 5 of 35 ontological relations
that can have hPS, PSi as its entity types: associatedMusicalArtist, predecessor, successor, parent, and spouse. Even though we used a broad set of entity types due to
the incomplete predefined types in Korean DBpedia, we expect better performance if
we use specific entity type categories (e.g., subdividing LC into LC-country, LC-city,
LC-street, LC-mountain, LC-river, etc.) because the model can rely on a smaller set of
choices.
4.2

Ontological Relation Clusters

Building Clusters Based on the Korean USSDP from the first experiment, we divided
the 35 target ontological relations into clusters. Our matrix factorization model contains
the neighborhood model [19], which considers the correlation matrix among columns
from the matrix. This correlation matrix is trained during the construction of our Korean USSDP. We form flat clusters from hierarchical clustering defined by the correlation matrix between the 35 ontological relations. Specifically, observations in each flat
cluster have no greater co-phenetic distance than the threshold (0.7 in this experiment).
Figure 4 shows the result. Each block in the figure corresponds to a cluster.
Some clusters such as [club, team] and [isPartOf, region] contain relations that can
be confused even by humans. Other clusters such as [birthPlace, deathPlace, nationality, country] and [activeYearsStartYear, activeYearsEndYear] contain relations that
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Table 1. AP and WMAP of of two USSDP models for 35 ontological relations

cannot be easily distinguished by relation extraction models. The fact that most clusters contain a reasonable set of relations indicates that our model shows decent relation
clustering performance.
Predicting Simple Natural Language Questions We have created simple Korean
NLQs that ask for triples containing the 35 ontological relations. Then we preprocessed
each NLQ in a similar way we preprocessed Korean DS data. In each question, we selected the relational clause and the main topic word as target entities. For example, in
the NLQ ”Who was born in Korea?”, we selected Who and Korea as the target entities.
Then we extracted the dependency path between the entities. Each relative pronoun was
treated as the corresponding predefined entity type: e.g. Who as PS, Where as LC, and
When as DT. We concatenated the preprocessed NLQs to the Korean USSDP matrix
and then completed the whole matrix through matrix factorization.
Results Then we measured the prediction accuracy in two ways: 1) whether the prediction is exactly correct and 2) whether the prediction is in the same cluster with the
right relation. Table 2 is the results. Since our model does not consider the lexical terms
in the dependency path, it seems to be easily confused between similar relations and actually showed low accuracy for exact prediction. The accuracy increased to 0.69 when
it comes to cluster prediction.

5

Conclusion

In this study we introduced the concept of USSDPs, which are a novel extension of universal schemas. USSDPs are built by using SDPs and entity tuple types with alternating
surface form predicates. SDPs contain information regarding the syntactic structure of
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Fig. 4. Clusters of 35 ontological relations

a sentence, which makes SDPs a suitable alternative to surface form predicates. Entity
tuple types considerably improve performance by considerably reducing the number of
relation candidates in the model.
We constructed experiments in Korean and compared two different models to measure the performance of USSDPs: 1) the baseline USSDP in Korean built with Korean
DBpedia and Korean Wikipedia distant supervision data 2) NER results injected into
the baseline USSDP. The injection of entity types increased the performance of WMAP
from 0.64 to 0.75. We also constructed clusters of target ontological relations based
on the completed USSDP matrix in the first experiment, which showed a reasonable
grouping of similar and confusing relations.
Our model has shown considerable performance in predicting the relation cluster
of NLQs, but we still need to improve exact relation predictions. To distinguish the
exact relation from clusters of similar relations can be improved by using fine-grained
features. Refining predefined entity types or considering important lexical strings on the
dependency path are the examples of fine-grained features.
Despite the verification of our model in Korean, additional multilingual experiments
are required to fully verify the applicability of USSDPs in all languages. Further work
in this area will provide converging evidence which will advance our idea that SDPs are
an ample alternative for surface form predicates in building universal schemas, which
makes them globally applicable. We believe our study and conclusions offer deep intuitive understanding of multilingual relation extraction. Rather than entangling models
to language-specific features transferring to globally consistent features, our transfor-
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Answer

Exact prediction

Cluster prediction

[Who] was born in [Korea]?

birthPlace

birthPlace

[birthPlace, country, deathPlace, nationality]

[Where] does the [Korean Train Express] ends?

routeEnd

routeStart

[location, routeEnd, routeStart]

[When] did [PSY] started singing?

activeYearsStartYear

activeYearsEndYear

[activeYearsEndYear, activeYearsStartYear]

[Which] team does [Ji-Sung Park] play?

team

club

[club, team]

[Where] is [Incheon National Airport]?

location

location

[location, routeEnd, routeStart]

(a)

Accuracy
Exact prediction

0.29

Cluster prediction

0.69
(b)

Table 2. (a) Examples of successful cluster prediction results (b) Accuracy measurement results
of exact prediction and cluster prediction

mation of surface form predicates into UD may offer much greater potential in future
development and applicability.
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